
Music is played in every society and culture in the world today. Some 
people think that music brings only benefits to the individuals and 
societies. Others, however, think that music can have a negative 
influence on both.
Discuss both these views and give your own opinion.

In all eras, music was has been one the integral part of individuals and societies. It plays an important role 
especially in modern societies. Furthermore, it hasthere is a controversial debate about/as to the merits and 
demerits of music to the community. In this essay, I am going to clarify both views and finally drawing a quick 
conclusion.
First and foremost, music is one of the vital and crucial parts of each society. Each community has specific and 
traditional music that shows all aspects of related community and it is like a symbol for that country. Some 
countries are defined as by their famous music like the Scandinavians regionarea whichthat when you listen to it, 
immediately you will find out that it is related to northern part of Europe. In addition, each country in all over the 
world has dedicated national anthem which represents that country to other nations. 
The second merit of music is directly connected to our moods and states. Fast-paced life brings us more anxieties 
and stresses but when you are listening to a calm or relaxing song, your mind has positive reaction to this kind of 
music, so you will feel better. 
On the other hand, some believes that music has side effects on both people and societies. Nowadays, some music 
persuades young people to follow crime or rape. Explicit music especially has tremendously negative worse effects 
on teenager’s teenagers’ mind to in performing illegal activities.
To draw a conclusion, the advantages of music regarding to individuals and societies are outweigh of its 
disadvantages and without music or songs our community will miss huge connections between generations easily.


